
NEWS MEDIA CENSORSHIP: Increasing Western News Media Censorship is 

beginning to Rock the Boat 

Increasing censorship within traditional news media is giving some of us a great deal of 

concern. Deeply serious matters are being shelved by media and replaced by blatant 

blather about boringly tedious trivial items. And the reasons for this current trend are 

becoming embarrassingly more obvious by the minute to an increasingly discerning public. 

The reasons—deliberate bias for political or financial gain, preservation of a desired status 

quo within society, a reluctance of establishment to admit past errors, fear of appearing 

silly in leadership, not wishing to appear alarmist, military secrecy and so forth. 

Why should celebrity gossip and the squabbles of footballers be served up to public, while 

other deeply significant news items get withheld? Let us quote a few examples: I think we 

have all heard of Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) and the seasonal Crop Circle messages 

that UFOs continue to leave for us. Much doubt has been cast on these matters by 

mischievous nincompoops, some of whom are doubtless paid to do what they do. So where 

UFOs and crop circles are concerned, public has first been deliberately mystified and 

misled, then further reporting has been withheld. But those who have spent time in proper 

research and who have visited circle sites know there is a nucleus of genuine phenomena 

midst a melee of unacceptable malpractice. Incidentally, the genuine crop circles are left 

with a residual energy that is the same as ‘pyramid energy’. 

Pyramids: All have heard of the Egyptian pyramids that stand on the Giza Plateau, simply 

because the work and word of Egyptologists has been considered acceptable by media. But 

what about the Bosnian pyramids here in Europe? The ‘Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun’ is 

considerably larger than those in Egypt and very much older—radio-carbon dated to 30,000 

years. This pyramid continues to produce the energy for which it was originally designed 

and extremely interesting excavations are now into their ninth year. Yet few people I speak 

with have even heard of these Bosnian wonders. But they exist! They have 10-miles of 

tunnels, with here and there multi-ton ceramic artefacts for drinking water supply. Eminent 

scientists have made their inspections and respected laboratory teams have produced test 

reports. I and colleagues have been and seen—yet few are aware because these pyramids 

have gone unreported by Western news media. Why? The reason is possibly that ancient 

pyramids are energy-producing devices that Russian scientists have explored and 

understand while Western scientists have ignored and do not understand. Dr Nikolai 

Kozyrev did his wonderful scientific work proving the universal aether energy existence 

during the Cold War period—enough said? Professors Volodymyr Krasnoholovets and 

Alexander Golod have some considerable understanding of ‘pyramid energy’ and have built 

50 glass fibre pyramids in Russia and Ukraine, for research and usage. Existence of the 

energy they produce, as they sweep through the aether with Earthly rotation, can be 



dramatically proved—water fails to freeze in its presence—even down to minus 400 C! A 

very clear proof! We know that there are many intelligent uses for such energy that will 

benefit mankind immensely, but sadly not the West, so long as this good news continues to 

go unreported by our media. 

The majority of world population are similarly unaware of the HAARP and chemtrails 

program aimed at ‘world weather control’ (plus other applications), pioneered by the 

United States, from around 1990. The letters stand for: High Frequency Active Auroral 

Research Program. The program receives funds largely from the US Air Force and US Navy. 

Patents are listed in the US Patent Office, so we are not to be fobbed off by declarations of 

fictional conspiracy theory. A major ground installation in Alaska produces a huge 3.6 

Gigawatts of energy that can be beamed to heat regions of ionosphere to 50,000 0 C. 

Governments have cooperated and have arranged further installations around the world. 

‘Chemtrails’ are the parallel trails of chemicals that you often see being deliberately 

sprayed from high-flying aircraft. Unlike ‘contrails’ (vapour trails), they hang around—do 

not disperse quickly, and often form grid patterns across the sky. The trails are extremely 

fine dispersions of nanoparticles of aluminium and other toxic metal compounds—far too 

fine to be filtered by any filtration system. HAARP and the atmospheric dispersions work 

together to achieve results. This amounts to a clandestine criminal act that is military, is 

classified, operates world-wide and is kept under wraps. And atmospheric aluminium 

contributes to Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. The connection between aluminium 

and neurological disease has been well documented. Clearly, this criminal act must not 

continue and the world owes a debt of gratitude to ‘whistle-blowers’—Julian Assange, Pte 

Manning, Edward Snowden et al—who are revealing details to public, via the Internet. 

So where does this lead us? Firstly of course to the awareness that there is a shortfall of 

significant news items as delivered by traditional TV channels, presented well diluted with 

excess domestic trivia. Secondly, the reasons for certain news exclusions amount to a 

selective censorship policy. And thirdly, it has become very clear that the various news 

sources now fall into two distinct categories: (1) traditional TV / radio / Press and (2) the 

Internet. The disadvantages of type 1 are described above. But perhaps it should also be 

pointed out that in my opinion ‘Russia Today’ and ‘Al Jazeera’ TV channels are much less 

biased and more representative of world news than ‘Sky’ or ‘BBC’. Type 2, the Internet 

news, is a presentation of ALL news world-wide and is void of censorship. Its disadvantage 

is that it also contains spurious fanciful material, making it necessary to trawl for 

appropriate entries. This is quite easy and straightforward, but might initially be seen as an 

obstacle by elderly generation. But even the elderly can become adept with just a little 

guidance. So if traditional news sources are to stay in business they must change their 

ways. Currently it is younger generation and the computer-literate who experience full 

news coverage, while there is a shrinking population of computer-illiterate who remain 



‘conditioned’ through lack of full and fair news coverage. This will change. We all pay for 

the information services, so let us not forget the adage: He who pays the piper calls the 

tune. 
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Dr Osmanagich stands at the tunnel complex entrance and points beyond Visoko to the distant Bosnian 

Pyramid of the Sun. 
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Sky patterned by chemtrails. 

 

Etchilhampton crop circle, 20th August 2013.     Lucy Pringle photo. 


